
We are back! 

 

Sorry it has been so long but what an adventure we had. 

 

In total we had to find and bring back 6 different magical potions and they were 

hidden in all sorts of places. One was in a volcano guarded by dragons. Another 

was in an ice cave with robot penguins surrounding it. Next was one hidden deep 

within a forbidden forest full of dangerous creatures. After that came one hidden 

below an ocean and protected by mermaids. The fifth potion was the hardest to find 

because it was invisible and concealed inside an invisible cupboard. Finally was the 

strangest. It was hidden within a school of scary children and even scarier teachers! 

Not like at Littlehaven, luckily. 

I'm sure you can imagine the adventures that we've had on our hunt for the stolen 

potions! 

 

Fortunately we are back now and the pixies have been foiled. Just before we left the 

Pixie Police were poised to catch them and sort them out once and for all. Remember 

to keep the door closed, except for adventures. 

The potions need to be kept safe so make sure you put them somewhere where no one 

else will get them! Remember they are like medicines so NEVER take them. You can use 

your imagination but they might be harmful to humans. And the bottles can easily 

break so adults must handle with extreme caution. 

 

Now we need a long lie down and a good sleep. It's great to be back. 

 

Nighty, nighty... 

Oleg, Olega and Oliga  

Zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz 

P.S. (From a very frustrated Oleg and Olega)  

It turns out that travelling with Oliga for so long is NOT FUN. 

She wanted to buy a new outfit in nearly every place we 

visited and has had so many different haircuts on our 

adventures that we’ve actually lost count. . .  

 

We heard that the teacher with the fringe (Miss McMelon?) has THREE different 

wardrobes and this might be where Oliga got the silly idea of buying so many clothes 

from. Please tell Oliga that you like her new hair and clothes and maybe she’ll finally 

stop dragging us into shops and hairdressers. Oh and please tell Miss McMelon that 

one wardrobe is MORE THAN ENOUGH! Thank you! 
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